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The PRODUCTS
STANZA

Designed by: Peter Hutchinson
Produced by: Zolano Design Sdn Bhd
-designed by: Stefan Schöning
-produced by: Zolano Design Sdn Bhd
COMPOSER

Designed by: Stefan Schöning
Produced by: Value Plus Industries Sdn. Bhd
MOONLIGHT

Designed by: Eric Wong
Produced by: Value Plus Industries Sdn. Bhd
JUVANA

Designed by: Vince Cosentino
Produced by: Value Plus Industries Sdn. Bhd
HANAH

Designed by: Fakrul Aazmey
Produced by: Crown Furniture Marketing Sdn Bhd
OB LIQUE

Designed by: Stefan Schöning
Produced by: Crown Furniture Marketing Sdn Bhd
MASTELLO

Designed by: Manolo Bossi
Produced by: Keppel Wood Industries (M) Sdn Bhd
T LINES

Designed by: Kitely Kianoosh Design
Produced by: Keppel Wood Industries (M) Sdn Bhd
MILO
Designed by: Vivian Shiwei
Produced by: Keppel Wood Industries (M) Sdn Bhd
PALAFITTE

Designed by: Manolo Bossi
Produced by: First Flames Sdn. Bhd.
STRATA

Designed by: Kitely Kianoosh Design
Produced by: First Flames Sdn. Bhd.
TRIO

Designed by: Sim Chia Yi
Produced by: First Flames Sdn. Bhd.
BORDERLESS

Designed by: Eric Wong
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS
FIEYJOE

Designed by: Harith Radzuan
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS
LINEA

Designed by: Ezran Zainal
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS
STARGAZE

Designed by: Sim Chia Yi
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS
COLONY

Designed by: Vivian Shiwei
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS
REI

Designed by: Lim Bo Qiang
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS
TU

Designed by: Lim Bo Qiang
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS
SIA

Designed by: Izyan Syamimi
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS
MIA
Designed by: Fakrul Aazmey
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS
IXARA
Designed by: Fakrul Aazmey
Produced by: TANGGAMAKERS